LIKE A HURRICANE
As recorded by Neil Young
(From the 1977 Album DECADE)

Transcribed by Slaya

Words and Music by Neil Young

Standard E tuning
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Once I thought I saw you in a crowded hazy
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Far across the moonbeam I know that's who you are.
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saw your brown eyes turn at
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C 1st & 2nd Chorus

You are like a hurricane.
There's calm in your
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There's somewhere safer where the feelin' stays. I want to love you but I'm getting blown
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You are just a dreamer,
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and
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You could have been anyone to
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Be-fore that moment you touched my lips. That
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I'm getting blown away.
There's somewhere safer where the feeling

You are like a hurricane.
There's calm in your P.M.

and I'm getting blown away.
There's somewhere safer where the feeling
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I want to love you but I'm getting blown away.
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